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This session will be exploring some of the issues surrounding our engagement with society,
with the political nature of the Gospel as the backdrop.

The political nature of the Gospel: I am taking this for granted with the word ‘political’ not
being tied to a specific ideology nor party; that it is referring to ‘a heart transplant for an
entire community’.

So when someone like Paul arrived in Thessalonica or Ephesus with his message
about the one God and his crucified and risen son, he was not offering an alternative
way of being religious in the sense of a private hobby, something to do in a few hours
at the weekend. He was offering a heart transplant for an entire community and
its culture (N.T. Wright).

All the terms of the NT could be, and I suggest could only be, understood politically when
spoken / written in the culture of that day. Christianity was birthed in the context of a
one-world government situation. There was a ‘saviour, a lord, a son of god’, etc. (Caesar the
lord of lords); messages concerning this person were ‘good news’ (euangelion = gospel), the
shaping of cities lay in the hands of the ekklesia (‘lawful assembly’, ekklesia = church).

Such commands as to ‘repent’ are not simply spiritual terms but a call to change the way of
thinking about engagement with the oppressive powers. Josephus used the words ‘repent
and believe in me’ when confronting a young insurrectionist who was advocating taking up
arms against Rome. Change your political stance was the message!

The apostolic vision of Paul such as he would have outlined for 2 years in the hall of
Tyrannus seemed to grip the minds and hearts of the elite representing Roman authority in a
remarkable way. They had not ‘responded to Jesus’ but were completely taken with that
vision for the world (Acts 19:31).

This apostolic vision was marked by great patience; there was nothing of an overnight
transformation that was put forth; it carried with it a hope that over generations (centuries?)
there could be this ‘heart transplant’. One reading of the early period is that it did just that,
with a major transformation on the way until Constantine became a ‘Christian’ and
Christianity became the state religion. Christians not simply given a place at the table but
presiding at the table and deciding who is excluded. Perhaps not unlike the Judaism of
Jesus’ day, where the religious powers held political sway.

Methodology: ‘ekklesiai’ that represented heaven in cities throughout the Imperial realm
seemed to be a strategy. Could it be that was only the first step? Certainly it seemed over to
them to outwork the how. With no big shout but an encouragement for each community to
enable people discover who they truly were, to live out from a life source, to live in a ‘my life
is a gift for you’, for they were mainly ‘no bodies’ and this is verified by the mix of those who



are named in the NT. There was a top 3% of the Empire who were the elites - there is a
remarkable absence of those in any list of names.

Roman Empire: Economic Spread

Group Description %

Imperial, provincial and
municipal elites

Ruling elites drawn mostly from the senatorial
and equestrian classes, retired military

3

Moderate surplus wealth Some merchants, traders, large landowners,
some freedmen, some artisans and military
veterans

17

Stable, near subsistence
level

Most merchants, traders, artisans, large shop
owners, freedmen, some farm families

25

Subsistence level Small farm families, labourers, artisans, most
merchants and traders, small shop-owners

30

Below subsistence level Some farm families, unattached widows,
orphas, beggars, unskilled labourers, prisoners

25

Jesus’ refusal to be embedded in the Imperial system has to be noted. He is offered the
‘kingdoms of this oikoumene’, the normal word for the Roman Empire, and Luke always uses
it  in that sense. A well oiled machine, with communication, and those willing to work in a
delegated fashion across the civilised world was turned down by Jesus.

Jesus was with the ‘wild animals’ (Mark 1:13). All the way back to Creation the world of
the animals were to be ‘ordered’ by humanity. As history unfolded so the ‘wild’ animals
became symbolic of that which could not be tamed and rather oppressed and resisted God’s
order. In the future the ‘wolf would lie with lamb’, but that was a future hope, alongside that of
the desert becoming fruitful.

These wild animals became symbolic of imperial powers, Daniel sees visions of beasts:

[F]our great beasts came up out of the sea, different from one another. The first was
like a lion and had eagles’ wings. Then, as I watched, its wings were plucked off, and
it was lifted up from the ground and made to stand on two feet like a human being;
and a human mind was given to it. Another beast appeared, a second one, that
looked like a bear. It was raised up on one side, had three tusks in its mouth among
its teeth and was told, “Arise, devour many bodies!” After this, as I watched, another
appeared, like a leopard. The beast had four wings of a bird on its back and four
heads; and dominion was given to it. After this I saw in the visions by night a fourth
beast, terrifying and dreadful and exceedingly strong. It had great iron teeth and was
devouring, breaking in pieces, and stamping what was left with its feet. It was
different from all the beasts that preceded it, and it had ten horns. I was considering
the horns, when another horn appeared, a little one coming up among them; to make
room for it, three of the earlier horns were plucked up by the roots. There were eyes
like human eyes in this horn, and a mouth speaking arrogantly (Dan. 7:3-8).



Likewise of course the book of Revelation has two major beasts, one from the sea and one
from the land.

These beasts / wild animals are powers that are hostile to God’s shalom.

[For many reasons I do not consider that we are obliged to take Daniel as literal & historical -
it is much more powerful and pertinent that he survived the den of lions, when the setting is
Babylon, though probably the book is written / edited during the Greek oppression of Israel.
We probably do not need deliverance from lions but we do need deliverance from what can
kill our ‘soul’.]

Jesus with the wild beasts is a sign of the future, and this taking place in the wilderness.
They co-habit space with him.

However, it follows the temptations, it does not follow acquiescence to the powers.

A practical proposition - and one that seems to be the most popular follow on from ‘we
pray for revival’ is that of the Seven Mountains of Influence. It presents a practical
methodology, with an analysis that it is the 3% that influence and shape the future. Hence
we have to get to those ‘mountains’ and influence the influencers.

Joseph is located rightly, through a journey of being cast out by his brothers, maligned and
falsely accused, vindicated by God, positioned within the system. The end result is the total
enslavement of a people. Unless one suggests that God desired the enslavement of a nation
the end result is a disaster.

Joseph multiplies the flow of resources that flowed to the centre.

An Imperial system is where there are a few who shape the future, promising
benefits to all who comply with the system, but the reality is all benefits flow to that

centre.

[John in Revelation sees 28 cargoes on the way to Rome (including human lives as one of
the cargoes). Using the symbolic number of 7 (completeness) x 4 (the whole earth / creation)
he suggests that Rome’s glory is based on the entire resources of creation flowing to the
centre. Jesus, by contrast, his human life flows out (Lamb is mentioned 28 times) to the
whole earth, so we see four living creatures surrounding the throne etc…]

Daniel is another example of someone promoted within the Imperial system. He is trained in
the Babylonian system, and in the context of the writing seems to be an encouragement to
those who were to resist the Hellenisation of Israel - so this is someone within the system,
although the majority of those who resisted Greece (for whom the book is written) were
outsiders, so seems an interesting story to tell. Perhaps we see with it the tension of people
who follow Christ are going to be positioned both within and outside the system. The
resistance to the system though seems constant.



Possible Questions:

Inside or outside: where to be positioned? What would that mean?

How to resist?

What do the temptations (in the desert 40 days) mean?

Does pragmatism have a part to play? I heard recently ‘we need to get to the CEO’s as they
can change culture’. How different is that to the ‘Seven Mountains’ of influence and ‘godly’
legislation?

Where does the ‘two coins’ into the temple treasury fit?

And…

Our preferred position might well of course reflect our weaknesses! We might resist
engagement within if we are intimidated by those who wield power, have a better education,
wealthier, language acumen etc. Or all the above might appeal to us and we would simply
love to be in the mix of all that power! (I identify with one of the above… but no reading
between the lines, please!!)


